In the virtual world, changing properties of objects such as their color, size or shape is one of the main means of communication. Objects are hidden or revealed when needed, or undergo changes in color or size to communicate importance. I am interested in how these features can be brought into the real world by modifying the optical properties of physical objects and devices, and how this dynamic appearance influences interaction and behavior. The interplay of creating functional prototypes of interactive artifacts and devices, and studying them in controlled experiments forms the basis of my research. During my research I created a three level model describing how physical artifacts and interfaces can be appropriated to allow for dynamic appearance: (1) dynamic objects, (2) augmented objects, and (3) augmented surroundings. This position paper outlines these three levels and details instantiations of each level that were created in the context of this thesis research.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual objects, interfaces and environments are naturally dynamic and were created to adapt and fulfill users' needs. On desktop computers, for example, windows are resized based on the current task and notifications are hidden or revealed on-time to allow users to react when needed. Similarly, in augmented reality, digital content is overlaid over the physical world to enrich it with contextual information. Finally, in purely virtual environments, everything-including user representation and every object-affords dynamic appearance, since changes can be performed seamlessly and mostly effortlessly.
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https://doi.org/10.1145/3131785.3131840 Figure 1 . One example of optically dynamic interfaces are transparencycontrolled physical interfaces (top right and bottom left: activity indicator, bottom right: optically dynamic lamp shade). They are built from optically dynamic material in an origami-like manner (top left) to enable dynamic appearance. They can change their perceived size, shape, or visibility without mechanically moving parts at high speeds.
Bringing the same dynamic properties to the physical world, however, is challenging. We are mostly surrounded by static objects, or interfaces that communicate solely through displays. In my research, I explore and develop techniques to bridge the gap between the virtual and physical world, from traditional WIMP devices such as displays to existing physical objects.
Research in human-computer interaction and computer graphics has acknowledged and explored the potential advantages of bringing virtual and physical objects closer together, from in-situ augmentation such as projection mapping (e. g. [2, 9] ) to shape-changing interfaces (e. g. [1] ). My research builds on these and other works. I explored various techniques to make physical objects dynamic, i. e. giving them dynamic appearance, and categorized these techniques into three levels, i. e. dynamic objects, augmented objects, and augmented surroundings, described in the following.
OPTICALLY DYNAMIC INTERFACES
The goal of optically dynamic interfaces is to bring readily available (dynamic) properties of the virtual world to the physical world. Such properties include the ability to change size, visibility, color, shape and others. During my research, I built several prototypes of such interfaces with dynamic appearance, from transparency-controlled displays, to objects that undergo perceived changes through modifying their surrounding space, outlined below. The common theme of all these devices is that they exhibit dynamic appearance. During my work, however, several common techniques and ways to change objects emerged, which can be summarized in three levels of optically dynamic interfaces.
My researches focusses on these three aspects of how to adapt physical interfaces and make them optically dynamic:
• Dynamic objects incorporate the ability to change their optical properties by creating them from optically dynamic material. They are manufactured with the later functionality in mind, for example that the should have the ability to change transparency or perceived size.
• Augmented objects are visually modified, for example through augmentation with projection mapping. This enables for example to change the color or decreasing the size of existing physical objects while not including this ability during manufacturing.
• Augmented surroundings enable changing how users perceive existing objects, for example their size or color, without modifying or augmenting the objects themselves. This approach also enables changing objects that are challenging to alter, for example transparent objects.
Those three levels are related to and partly overlap with work of W. Mackay on how users can interact with objects by linking real and virtual worlds [8] . In contrast to her work, which focussed on interaction with objects and equipping users, objects or environments with input and output devices, my focus lies on how visual properties can be made dynamic.
augmented surroundings augmented objects dynamic objects Figure 2 . The different levels of optically dynamic interfaces, i. e. how to create objects and interfaces that exhibit dynamic apperance.
This position paper describes projects and prototypes created in my thesis research covering the three levels of optically dynamic interfaces. I created objects with built-in dynamic appearance, more specifically a dual-sided see-through display system that allows users to change its transparency to foster awareness and collaboration [3] , as well as transparencycontrolled physical interfaces that change their perceived size, shape or transparency, and can for example be used for notifications or as ambient activity indicators [7] . Augmented objects have been widely explored by prior work, for example with work on projection mapping [9] . In my work, I combined shape-changing interfaces with projection mapping to enlarge their space of potential appearances [4] . Lastly, I explored altering the way object are perceived (e. g. enlarging their perceived size or changing their perceived contour) by surrounding them with a display and indirectly changing how they appear to an observer [6] .
DYNAMIC OBJECTS
I refer to dynamic objects as objects that are manufactured with the later functionality in mind. This means the ability to change their appearance is incorporated in the manufacturing process, similar to for example shape-changing interfaces. I explored two different examples of dynamic objects: transparency-controlled see-through displays as an example for a classical WIMP devices, and transparency-controlled physical interfaces.
Transparency-controlled displays [UIST 2014]
Tracs [3] is a a dual-sided see-through display system with controllable transparency (see Figure 3 ). Conventional displays are a constant visual barrier, potentially hindering collaboration of spatially close or facing co-workers, and limit user's awareness of the surrounding space. Transparent displays offer benefits in terms of awareness because they provide users with the possibility to simultaneously see onscreen contents and the environment behind the display [5] . However, they introduce challenges such as lack of personal privacy, screen content privacy, and increasing visual interference. Tracs aims at solving these challenges. Tracs is a transparency-controlled see-through display system that allows users to selectively change its physical transparency to improve awareness and collaboration while retaining on-demand privacy.
The system consists of two see-through displays, with a transparency-control layer, a backlight layer and a polarization adjustment layer in-between. The transparency-control layer is built from optically dynamic material, more specifically polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) switchable diffuser. This material, typically used in architecture or interior design, is opaque in its default state and can be switched to transparent by applying voltage. By laser-cutting the material, I was able to create individually controllable patches (size approximately 5×5 cm) from a single sheet of material. The patches can be controlled by the user or automatically Doctoral Consortium UIST'17 Adjunct, Oct. 22-25, 2017, Québec City, Canada by the system. Additionally, the locally switchable backlight layer improves the contrast of LCD screen content. Tracs allows users to switch between personal and collaborative work fast and easily, or provide an on-demand view on the environment behind the display, and gives them full control of the transparency-controlled regions on their display.
Transparency-controlled physical interfaces [UIST 2016]
Beyond classical WIMP devices, I investigated creating physical interfaces [7] that can offer dynamic appearance. Especially research on shape-changing interfaces focussed on making physical objects dynamic for fulfilling functional or hedonic aims (cf. [10] ). These interfaces typically require (mechanically) moving parts, which limits them in terms of actuation speed and their ability to perform certain changes, e. g. changes in visibility or surface permeability. Therefore, I created optically dynamic physical interfaces (shown in Figure 1) , which are well suited for applications where communication through optical appearance is sufficient, such as ambient display scenarios. They transition between perceived shapes within milliseconds, require no mechanically moving parts and consume little energy. These 3D physical interfaces are built with individually controllable parts by laser cutting and folding a single sheet of transparency-controlled material (switchable diffuser, see Figure 1 , top left). Electrical connections are engraved in the surface, eliminating the need for wiring individual parts. While these interfaces do not exhibit dynamic tangible qualities, they have unique benefits such as the ability to create apparent holes or nesting of objects. Four physical prototypes of these transparency-controlled physical interfaces were created: two activity indicators, a playful avatar, and a lamp shade with dynamic appearance (see Figure 1 ). They serve as demonstrators for this concept and showcase parts of the design space of transparency-controlled physical interfaces.
AUGMENTED OBJECTS
Building optically dynamic interfaces with the final functionality in mind can have advantages in terms of the range of possible capabilities. However, this process is not feasible for many objects. Furthermore, enabling dynamic appearance of unmodified physical objects is advantageous since a number of existing technologies can be used to make them interactive.
There is a wide range of work on different techniques such as projection mapping, and a wide range of applications. I extended these works to physically dynamic objects.
Combining Shape-Changing Interfaces and Spatial Augmented Reality [CHI 2016]
Shape-changing interfaces offer advantages in terms of dynamic tangible properties, however their resolution is limited by the number of (mechanical) actuators that can be included in a device. Pixel displays and techniques such as projected augmented reality, in contrast, offer high resolution graphics at high speed, however they lack this dynamic tangibility. In this work, me and my collaborators combined these two worlds for extending the space of appearances and interactions of actuated interfaces [4] . This way, devices are enabled to render currently challenging features such as high frequency textures or fast motion. We track devices and users and display 3D perspective-corrected graphics onto a physically dynamic interface. This allows us to incorporate high resolution content in the devices, for example showing a wave-simulation on a device (i. e. the high frequency content) and physically altering the shape of a shape-changing tablet to deform according to the overall shape of the water (i. e. the low frequency content), as shown in Figure 4 (left). This combination is framed in the context of computer graphics with analogies to established techniques for increasing the realism of 3D objects such as bump mapping. This extensible framework helps identifying challenges of the two techniques and the benefits of their combination. A prototype shape-changing device enriched with spatial augmented reality through projection mapping was used to demonstrate the concept. Besides a conceptual contribution, a novel algorithm for real-time fitting of mechanically constrained shapechanging devices to arbitrary 3D graphics, dubbed "mechanical distance-field algorithm", was proposed, as well as a technique for increasing effective screen real estate for spatial augmented reality through view-dependent shape change. 
AUGMENTED SURROUNDINGS
Not all objects are suitable for augmentation through projection or may not be suitable for the inclusion of actuators.
While common approaches such as projection mapping enable changing the appearance of objects without modifying them, certain surface properties (e. g. highly reflective or transparent surfaces) can make employing these techniques difficult. Augmented surroundings are a way to overcome this challenge.
Dynamic Appearance of Real-World Objects by Modifying Their Surroundings [CHI 2017]
In this work, me and my co-authors proposed changing how users perceive the visual appearance of existing objects by modifying their surrounding space [6] . This means the objects are altered indirectly. In a proof-of-concept implementation, objects are placed onto a tabletop display and tracked together with users to display perspective-corrected 3D graphics for augmentation. As shown in Figure 5 , this enables various types of changes, for example changing the perceived size, position, slant, or color of objects. In the paper, the design space of the proposed approach and potential applications were demonstrated, for example changing the contour of a wallet to notify users when their bank account is debited. I envision this approach to gain importance with increasing ubiquity of display surfaces. This approach also showcases that objects can exhibit dynamic appearance solely by altering their surroundings, instead of focussing on modifying the objects themselves.
Doctoral Consortium UIST'17 Adjunct, Oct. 22-25, 2017, Québec City, Canada Figure 5 . The appearance of real-world objects is changed by modifying their surrounding space, in this case by displaying graphics on the display surface surrounding objects.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Each of the three different levels of optically dynamic interfaces offers interesting directions which I am eager to explore in the future. All serve the goal of leveraging benefits of the virtual world and bringing them to the physical world. Further exploration and evaluation is needed to inform future research and gather insights into interactions and user behavior when working with optically dynamic interfaces.
For transparent displays, I conducted a formal experiment which showed the benefits but also limitations they offer [5] .
More experiments and in-the-wild studies are needed, especially in the context of transparency-controlled displays, to see in which situation they are applicable, for example in command-and-control rooms. My research focussed largely on making visual properties of interfaces and artifacts dynamic. The combination with physically dynamic interfaces, however, has shown to be promising. While optically dynamic interfaces offer advantages in resolution and "actuation" speed, they do not exhibit dynamic tangible qualities. I am eager to explore this combination more in-depth. Lastly, the novel concept of virtual surroundings opened a range of interesting questions, for example which visual quality and technology is needed to truly blend the boundary between virtual and physical, which I hope to explore in the future.
DISSERTATION STATUS
I plan to submit my dissertation within one year, therefore this Doctoral Symposium offers a great opportunity to gather feedback on the individual projects and the overall idea of optically dynamic interfaces. The concept of the three levels of optically dynamic interfaces that I developed during my research has not been published and would benefit from feedback on how this ties into existing models, and possible extensions beyond visual properties.
